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Kyle Miller MS, MLS (ASCP)CM, MBCM will join Mary Lou Turgeon on the 9th edition as Assistant Editor. Kyle currently serves as a clinical chemistry specialist for Covenant Healthcare, and has contributed to immunology and serology, as well as authoring questions on chemistry, laboratory management, hematology and microbiology for
MediaLab's ASCP BOC exam simulator. Drawing on a solid foundation of knowledge and skills, this classic text from trusted author Mary Louise Turgeon clearly explains everything from the basic immunological mechanisms and serological concepts of theory to the procedures performed in the laboratory. This resource prepares you for
everything from the mastery of automated methods to understanding immunoanalysis and disorders of infectious and immunological origin. Packed with learning goals, review questions, step-by-step procedures, and case studies, this text is the key to your success in a modern laboratory environment. Procedural protocols will help you
move from immunology theory to the practical aspects of a clinical laboratory. Case studies allow you to apply your knowledge to real situations and strengthen your critical thinking skills. Updated illustrations, photos and summary tables visually clarify key concepts and information. The full-color presentation clearly showcases diagrams
and micrographs, giving you an idea of what you will encounter in the lab. The learning goals and key terms at the beginning of each chapter provide measurable results and a foundation for organizing your learning efforts. Viewing questions at the end of each chapter gives you opportunities for review and self-assessment. New functions!
The highlights of the Immunology Chapter is a clear, accessible and easy-to-understand introduction to immunology that will help you understand the complex concepts that need to be understood to practice in a clinical laboratory. New functions! Increased attention to molecular-laboratory methods. New functions! Ten chapters include
COVID-19 related topics, including Primer's Vaccine Chapter, covering new vaccine production methods focusing on DNA and RNA nucleic acids and viral vectors, and covering eight different platforms used for research and development of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. New functions! All chapters include significant updates based on reviewer
reviews. New functions! The key concepts intertwined in each chapter highlight important facts for more focused learning. If you want to succeed in a modern laboratory environment, then you need a shrewd guidance found in immunology and serology in laboratory medicine, 6th edition. Continuing to set standards for comprehensive
immunology coverage, this essential resource covers everything from the development of automated methods to immunoanalysis and disorders of infectious and immunological origin. As in previous editions, the trusted author, the author, and former university program director, Mary Louise Turgeon will help you build a solid foundation of
knowledge and skills, taking you from basic immunological mechanisms and serological concepts to the theory behind the procedures you will encounter in the lab. And now with a new full-color design, additional case studies, rich content updates and new features, there's never been more reason to rely on Turgeon to stretch your critical
thinking skills and fully prepare for success in a clinical lab. The comprehensive coverage of immunology contains the latest illustrations, photographs and summary tables that will help clarify different concepts and information visually. The emphasis on critical thinking uses case studies to challenge readers to put their knowledge into
practice. Procedural protocols move readers from immunology theory to practical aspects of the clinical laboratory. The chapter highlights and addresses the issues at the end of each chapter offering opportunities for review and self-assessment. The learning goals and key terms at the beginning of each chapter outline the important
vocabulary, information, and concepts found in the chapter. Glossary at the end of the book provides a quick link to key terms and definitions. New functions! Full color diagrams and micrographs increase understanding and give readers a much better idea of what they will encounter in the lab. New functions! Updated vaccine content,
tumor immunology, graft rejection, immunotherapy, molecular diagnostic devices, immune response and more ensures that readers are ready for immunology in today's clinical laboratory. New functions! Additional case studies allow readers to apply knowledge to real-world situations and stretch their critical thinking skills. New functions!
The reformatted chapter review questions reflect several styles of choice that are faced in exams. This book provides detailed information on theoretical concepts of immunology, while providing basic knowledge and skills that go from basic immunological mechanisms and serological concepts to the theory of laboratory procedures such
as automated methods. The text also emphasizes medical applications related to clinical laboratory science, addressing representative disorders of infectious and immunological origin, as well as topics such as transplantation and immunology of tumors. Each chapter begins with sketches and learning goals, ending with a resume, a
review of questions, and a bibliography. Written by Mary Louise Turgeon, Ed.D. Published: 2003 2003 immunology and serology turgeon pdf download. immunology and serology turgeon pdf. turgeon immunology and serology pdf free. turgeon immunology and serology pdf free download
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